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Martial metaphors throng through The Dictionary Wars, but this is really a comptroller’s 
history of nineteenth-century lexicography in the US. (Noah Webster loathed the 
enduring French spelling of that word.) Contracts are haggled over, royalties inherited, 
copyrights ever imperiled. “The American fight over the English language” plays out as 
it might in the pages of the Financial Times: entrepreneurial mediocrities, conjoined to 
the money men, accidentally build an institution—the national dictionary—that we 
didn’t know we needed but now can’t live without. Noah Webster and the Merriam 
brothers, above all, stand tall as self-nominated heroes of US culture even if, in Peter 
Martin’s elegant telling, the bookish and half-recalled Joseph Emerson Worcester 
emerges as the emblem of good scholarship and honest erudition. The Dictionary Wars 
delivers the biographical profiles we have come to expect from trade-market histories of 
the US, ornamented with antiquarian detail and Boston-Brahmin anthropology. Critics 
and scholars may value the book for its overall narrative of nineteenth-century print 
capitalism, and for a largely pessimistic take on dictionarial drudgery after Samuel 
Johnson, though they are likely to approach this book as a synthesis and popularization 
rather than a fresh contribution to the bibliography. 
 
Above all, the book is a solvent on our culture’s residual confidence in the dictionary 
itself. For Johnson, the dictionary was a useful storehouse of English literature and 
speech. By the 1830s, the Americans predictably lowered the form toward the twin 
swamps of nationalism and the market. For one thing, Webster was an abysmal scholar 
and a dreadful dictionary-maker. The history of the US dictionary in the nineteenth 
century is the history of correcting Webster for republication. Consumed from his youth 
with the possibility of “American linguistic unity and independence,” Webster united 
relentless ambition and baseless intellectual confidence with an eagerness for hard work 
(21). The result was his behemoth American Dictionary of the English Language (1828), 
which stands as the great error at the core of US dictionary publishing. Belligerent, 
uninformed, yet deeply involving to anyone who spends time with it, Webster’s quarto 
Dictionary established both the basis and counterpoint for a series of redactions, reissues, 
and wholesale renovations for the rest of the century. It also made Webster the byword 
for “dictionary.” 
 
Webster’s obsessional, often vicious, commitment to fixing the language was the 
signature of his nationalist politics. Attached to a rough-and-ready fantasy of an 
American vernacular, and an even rougher notion of linguistic history, his was a 
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demagoguery of democracy built almost entirely from the contents of his own mind. 
The fierce attachment to stabilization, coupled with slipshod irregularity in all scholarly 
matters, enacted the inherent conflict. Webster sought, by his own account, to regularize 
and simplify spelling and pronunciation (orthography and orthoepy) by, as Martin puts 
it, “promoting sensible consistency, discouraging dialects, and declaring the 
independence of American pronunciation from English” (70). The contradiction of 
standardizing the “vernacular tongue” is not lost on Dictionary Wars, though the book 
does not venture to treat the vastness of living speech (including writing and print) in 
the nineteenth century. 
 
Martin gives a textured account of the personal, scholarly, and business conflicts that 
erupted with Webster’s first dictionary. The defining agon of the study is the challenge 
presented to Webster by Worcester, the retiring Harvard professor who was the better 
lexicographer, first in a smaller-format redaction of the American Dictionary (coedited 
with Webster’s son-in-law Chauncy Goodrich in 1829), then in a series of competing 
volumes. The Webster name triumphs by century’s end mostly because of the funding 
and propaganda of the dictionaries’ publishers, above all the Merriams. But the 
consolidation of market force with scholarly achievement occurred in 1864, in the 
edition overseen by Noah Porter, the Yale philosophy professor, who effectively 
countered Worcester’s superlative 1860 edition of his dictionary, which had constituted 
“a portable mini-library” that provided “in one volume all that is necessary in a work of 
reference” (258). Worcester was, in this regard, the last gasp of Johnsonianism in 
nineteenth-century America. 
 
Folded into this tale are aspects of print capitalism, material culture, and business 
history that engage the scholar’s interest. For example, the “wars” that Martin is so 
concerned to find in the competition between publishers and dictionary-makers occur 
primarily in the pages of newspapers. A constant but unremarked upon question nags: 
What is the relationship between the ephemerality and seriality of the newspaper and 
the self-declared durability of the dictionary? On the one hand, the newspapers depend 
upon the latter as a permanent site of reference: in an important way, Martin’s book 
expresses something of the indexicality of elite print culture, its need to point to the 
standard word-hoard and literary canon. On the other hand, Webster above all uses his 
massive tomes to polemicize—at a high level of historical abstraction—on his pet 
political themes, which are keyed to the pettier, more newspaper-like, stuff of his 
everyday life. Martin is also observant (if not especially analytical) in capturing the 
saturated yet also strangely shallow misogyny of Webster’s texts (as in the phobic 
excision of the word womb from his bowdlerization of the Bible) (127). Seemingly 
conflicting scales of expression invite further, more thoroughly situated commentaries 
on the relations among the institutions of print and power. 
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For two generations scholars have responded to Benedict Anderson’s account of the 
fusion of print capitalism and nascent nationalism; what may be most striking about 
Dictionary Wars is how it accents the fissured relations between those institutions. If 
anything, a telling embarrassment becomes clear: elite nationalisms in New England 
and the mid-Atlantic were expressed and fortified by the impossibility of agreement over 
the national language, energized by the constant and monotonous return to the same 
undecidable arguments. The rather anticlimactic upshot for the rest of the country (all 
but ignored anyway in these arguments) wasn’t much: in public schools, centre would 
henceforth be written center. Language here is not alive in Gramscian antagonisms over 
national culture; language is the inert mass delivered, on a mammoth scale, to those 
who are only subjected to education (and with their schooling, to Webster’s spellers and 
definitions). An insider’s historiography turns out, in this regard at least, to mirror back 
the material of the besuited actors themselves; most significantly, it conveys how little 
the dictionary wars mattered to most people. 
 
Yet as Martin shows again and again, both the businessmen and their minions invested 
quite deeply in these dictionarial drudges, and Webster himself achieved a curious 
apotheosis. Outside of Hartford, Connecticut, and not far from Webster’s birthplace, an 
austere and largely ignored statue of the man in a flowing academic gown 
memorializes Blue Black Square, a shopping district named after his paper-wrapped 
school spellers. And in commemorating Webster after his death, the librarian William 
Frederick Poole wrote that “He has done more for us than Alfred did for England, or 
Cadmus for Greece. . . . only two men have stood on the New World, whose fame is so 
sure to last—Columbus, its Discoverer, and Washington, its Savior. Webster is, and will 
be its great Teacher; and these three make our Trinity of Fame” (qtd. in 240). The 
Merriams reprinted the homage in a fresh wave of advertising in the 1850s, and this 
final triumph of the billboard or the advert over history depends upon the synthetic 
unity of colonization, nationalist myth, and bogus pedagogy. In its very separation of 
dictionary publishing from the universe of living speech, Dictionary Wars supplies one 
negative reminder that language is, thankfully, unbound. 
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